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Abstract—Image retargeting is an effective way to adapt
images for target displays with different aspect ratios and
sizes. Meanwhile, effective image retargeting quality assess-
ment (IRQA) is important for optimizing the image retargeting
operations. In this paper, we propose a transform-aware sim-
ilarity (TRASIM) measurement metric for IRQA, including
bidirectional geometric distortion measurement, bidirectional
information loss measurement, and global salient structure dis-
tortion measurement. The main innovation of the TRASIM is
to build a universal framework to establish the similarity trans-
formation via bidirectional rewarping to simulate different types
of retargeting operators. Based on the similarity transformation,
geometric distortion and content loss are measured to determine
the retargeting quality. Experimental results on two widely used
databases (CUHK and RetargetMe) indicate that the proposed
TRASIM has higher consistency with subjective ranks, compared
with the state-of-the-art IRQA metrics.

Index Terms—Bidirectional rewarping, content loss, geometric
distortion, image retargeting quality assessment (IRQA).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid popularity of various display devices,
requirements for displaying image/video on differ-

ent terminal devices with different resolutions are much
urgent [1]–[3]. However, traditional cropping (CR) and scal-
ing (SCL) operations cannot obtain satisfactory experience due
to ignoring image content semantics. Content-aware image
retargeting is an effective way to adapt display devices with
different aspect ratios and sizes, while preserving the important
image content with less distortion.

The issue of image/video retargeting has received much
attention in recent years, and many retargeting operators have
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been proposed. The existing image retargeting operators can
be roughly divided into two categories. The first category is
discrete method based on directly removing or inserting pixels.
CR, seam carving (SC) [4], and shift maps (SMs) [5] are well-
known discrete approaches. The second category is continuous
method that resize an image via continuous deformation oper-
ation. SCL, nonhomogeneous warping (WARP) [6], streaming
video (SV) [7], and scale-and-stretch (SNS) [8] are repre-
sentative continuous approaches. Unfortunately, there is no
single method that can work well in preserving image con-
tent and structure, preventing artifacts for every image. Thus,
it is meaningful to design a metric that can objectively eval-
uate the quality of retargeted images, so that the influence of
different retargeting operators can be quantified [9].

Traditional image quality assessment (IQA) approaches,
e.g., feature similarity index (FSIM) [10], structural simi-
larity (SSIM) [11], and gradient magnitude similarity devia-
tion (GMSD) [12], focus on measuring pixel-to-pixel similar-
ity to capture image distortion. However, these methods cannot
be directly employed to image retargeting quality assess-
ment (IRQA) because the retargeted image has different reso-
lutions with the original image. In fact, evaluating the image
quality under different aspect ratios is extremely challenging
because it requires to assess the content loss and geometric
distortion after resolution adjustment. The early IRQA met-
rics, such as bidirectional similarity (BDS) [13], bidirectional
warping (BDW) [14], SIFT-flow [15], and earth-Mover’s dis-
tance (EMD) [16], measure the quality of retargeted images
by establishing the correspondence between the original and
retargeted images. Recent IRQA methods aim to solve the
challenges from two pathways: 1) establishing the attribute
correspondence and calculating the distance for measurement
and 2) extracting features from the retargeted images and using
these features to train a network for quality prediction.

Inspired by the work in [17] that registers the original
image with the Markov random field (MRF) in the retargeted
image, and also inspired by the work in [18] that estab-
lishes block warping between the retargeted image and the
scaled original image, the approach in this paper to measure
retargeting distortion lies in simulating different retargeting
operators to regenerate the retargeted/original image from the
original/retargeted image via bidirectional rewarping.

Although methods [17] and [18] have achieved good results,
they still have the following limitations: 1) method [17] relies
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on correspondence relationship to measure aspect ratio and
absolute size changes, but these features are not sufficient
to characterize retargeting semantics and 2) method [18] first
scales the original image to the same size with the retargeted
image, and then analyze the distribution of deformities and
losses, but scaling itself will introduce such information losses
and distortions. In this paper, we propose a transform-aware
similarity (TRASIM) measurement for IRQA by estimating
similarity transformation between the original and retargeted
images via a bidirectional way. The major innovation of our
TRASIM model is to build a universal framework to estab-
lish the transformation relationship between the original and
retargeted images to simulate different types of retargeting oper-
ators and derives the retargeting semantics from the similarity
transformation matrices to evaluate the retargeting distortions.

Summary of the contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We simulate different types of retargeting operators

using a common rewarping operation and estimate
the similarity transformation to build the relationship
between the original and retargeted images via bidirec-
tional rewarping.

2) To capture the geometric change, we propose a bidi-
rectional geometric distortion (BDGD) metric based
on the bias of similarity transformation matrices in
a bidirectional way.

3) We propose a bidirectional information loss (BDIL)
measurement based on the displacement of similarity
transformation to quantify how much salient information
is preserved in the retargeted image, and inversely quan-
tify how much salient content can be recovered from the
retargeted image.

4) A global salient structure distortion (GSSD) metric is
proposed to measure the global structure consistency
between the original and retargeted images based on
similarity transformation matrices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce some related works and the moti-
vation of rewarping for IRQA. We present the details of our
method in Section III, and finally present the experimental
results in Section IV and conclusion in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first make a brief overview of some
related works on IRQA. Then, we discuss the motivation of
using rewarping for IRQA in this paper.

A. Related Works

Strictly speaking, IRQA is an inverse process to interpret
the retargeting modification imposed on the original images.
Since the goal of image retargeting is to preserve important
contents as much as possible while having less distortion,
IRQA is to measure the content loss and structure degra-
dation in retargeted images. However, since the retargeting
operator by which the retargeted image is generated is usually
unknown, directly measuring geometric distortion and content
loss of the retargeted images are challenging.

In recent years, great promotions have been made
for IRQA. As compared and discussed in [9], edge his-
togram (EH) [19] and color layout (CL) [20] use global
image distance to estimate the dissimilarity between two
images based on edge or color distribution. BDS [13] calcu-
lates a bidirectional mapping between the patches in the source
and retargeted images by seeking the minimum sum of squared
distances. BDW [14] is similar with BDS but takes asymmet-
ric dynamic time warping distance as a measure. However,
both BDW and BDS have poor correlation with the sub-
jective rank scores due to ignoring the important contents.
SIFT-flow [15] and EMD [16] use more accurate matching
metrics which could well capture the image structural proper-
ties. Among these metrics, SIFT-flow and EMD demonstrate
high consistency with subjective ranks.

Besides the above models, many special IRQA metrics have
been proposed based on objective measurements on geometric
distortion and content loss. Ma et al. [21] investigated vari-
ous structural descriptors for evaluating perceptual quality of
retargeted image. Liu et al. [22] extracted global geometric
structures of two images and built the local pixel-to-pixel
correspondence for assessment. Fang et al. [23] proposed
a metric (IR-SSIM) by generating an SSIM map to obtain the
structural information in retargeted images. Hsu et al. [24]
measured local variance in SIFT-flow fields to depict geo-
metric distortion and measured saliency loss as information
loss. Zhang et al. [17] measured aspect ratio change of local
blocks to interpret the geometric change. Karimi et al. [18] first
established pixel-to-pixel correspondence between the scaled
and retargeted images and defined shape feature, area feature,
and aspect ratio feature to measure the deformities and losses.
Liang et al. [25] combined elements from salient content, arti-
fact, global structure, aesthetic, and symmetry to measure the
retargeted image quality. Oliveira et al. [26] evaluated the
quality of retargeted images by a bidirectional fusion frame-
work. In our previous work [27], we used sparse representation
framework to investigate how much structure and saliency
features are preserved or changed between the original and
retargeted images as a measure. Other relevant works that
map features (or relative scores) into rank scores can be found
in [28]–[34].

B. Motivation of Rewarping for IRQA

As a common operator in image retargeting, the essence of
warping is to obtain an optimal transformation based on lim-
ited control points. The physically correct way to warp a scene
with m control points is to follow the distortion energy [35]:

ε
(
P′, P

) = min
ρ∈P

m∑

i=1

∣∣ρ(pi) − p′
i

∣∣2 (1)

where p′
i denotes the deformed position of pi, P is a set of

similarity transformations ρ having the general form

ρ(p) =
[

a b
c d

][
x
y

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
, p =

[
x
y

]
(2)

where a, b, c, d, tx, and ty are the parameters to determine
a unique similarity transformation.
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Fig. 1. Example of similarity transformations for typical retargeting
operators. (a) Original. (b) CR. (c) SC. (d) SCL. (e) WARP.

To further analyze if such transformation can quantify the
geometric distortion and information loss induced by different
retargeting operators, we simulate the similarity transformation
for different retargeting operators. Four typical operators, CR,
SC, SCL, and WARP are considered here.

1) For CR operator that selects important image content
by a cropping window, if partial or whole content of
a selected grid in the original image is discarded, the
similarity transformation can be easily solved by map-
ping all control points to the same boundary [as shown
in Fig. 1(b)].

2) For SC operator that removes pixels by seams, similar to
the CR operator, the importance of the grid determines
the number of seams in the grid, which can be easily
solved by finding the matching control points between
the two images [as shown in Fig. 1(c)].

3) For SCL or WARP operator that in fact interpolates the
retargeted pixels in a homogeneous or inhomogeneous
way, it can be approximately solved by a linear trans-
formation based on the observation that the continuous
approaches are similar with the discrete approaches in
the subpixel level [as shown in Fig. 1(d) and (e)].

Therefore, as analyzed above, since almost all the retarget-
ing operators can be accurately or approximately solved by the
similarity transformation, it is motivated to further consider if
we can establish a unified framework to clarify the transform
relationship between the original and retargeted images. In this
paper, we formulate IRQA as a rewarping issue, and derive
the retargeting semantics directly from the transformation. The
motivation using rewarping to simulate different retargeting
operators mainly comes from three aspects.

1) Compared with CR, SC, SCL, SNS, MULTIOP, or
other retargeting operators, warping operator will be
comparatively straightforward that only needs a transfor-
mation matrix to describe the deformation of all pixels
within a grid, while different constraints imposed on
the grid can change the manifestation of the similarity
transformation.

2) No matter whether discrete or continuous retargeting
approaches, the essence of these approaches is to pre-
serve important content of the original image. Thus, it
can be simulated via rewarping that distributes more
deformations on less important regions while less dis-
tortion on more important regions.

3) For geometric distortion, the bias of the similarity trans-
formation can reflect the structure changes imposed on
the grids. For information loss, large grids usually pre-
serve more important content, while small grids remove
more information. Our BDGD measurement computes

the scale and rotation changes in similarity transfor-
mation, while BDIL metric calculates the important
information loss during retargeting. Thus, by deriving
the retargeting semantics from the transformation, the
structure and completeness of important content are well
considered in our bidirectional measurement.

III. TRASIM METRIC

In this paper, we propose a TRASIM measurement met-
ric for IRQA, as shown in Fig. 2. The primary motivation of
TRASIM is to interpret different image retargeting operators
by a unified framework. Different from the previous methods
that only establish pseudo-mapping relationship between the
original and retargeted images, we simulate the general warp-
ing operator (represented as similarity transformation) to pro-
duce different retargeted images via bidirectional rewarping.
Our method can be divided into the following steps.

1) We apply SIFT-flow to build forward matching from
original image to retargeted image, and backward match-
ing from retargeted image to original image. With the
matching rule, similarity transformation matrices can be
estimated from the SIFT-flow fields for the grids on
original image or retargeted image and are used to regen-
erate the retargeted and original images via bidirectional
rewarping.

2) After obtaining the similarity transformation matrices,
we calculate BDGD to represent the geometric distortion
by the distance between the similarity transformation
matrices and their benchmark, and calculate BDIL to
represent the important content loss during retargeting.

3) In order to comprehensively evaluate retargeting dis-
tortions, the object-level measurement is crucial. Thus,
we calculate GSSD to measure the global structure and
information preservation via the consistent of similarity
transformation matrices and the preservation of saliency
object.

4) We consider to fuse BDGD, BDIL, and GSSD to obtain
the final perceptual quality via a prediction function
trained by support vector regression (SVR), with higher
accuracy.

Next, steps of the proposed method are demonstrated in
details. In order to make it easier for understanding, some
important variables and notations are presented in Table I.

A. Problem Formulation

Different from image retargeting in which the retargeted
image is the output, in this situation, both the source and
retargeted images are known in advance but the retargeting
rule about how to generate the retargeted image is unknown
(e.g., warping, SC, CR, or SCL). To simulate the retarget-
ing rule, we aim to solve an inverse warping issue on how
to regenerate the original or retargeted image from its oppo-
site. To be distinguished with the warping rule in image
retargeting, we take inverse warping as a rewarping issue.
Given the original and retargeted images I = {Iorg, Iret}, a set
of grids are selected from the original image, denoted as
Vorg = {vk

org, k = 1, . . . , m}, in which each grid is determined
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed TRASIM measurement method.

TABLE I
IMPORTANT VARIABLES AND NOTATIONS

with four vertices (m is the number of grids in the original
image). Also, a set of grids can be selected from the retar-
geted image, denoted as Vret = {vk

ret, k = 1, . . . , m′}(m′ is
the number of grids in the retargeted image). The purpose of
the image warping is to find the warping rule �Zk so that the
retargeted grid �vk

ret has the minimum shape distortion with the
matched grid ṽk

ret, i.e.,

�vk
ret = �Zk

(
vk

org

)
. (3)

As an inverse issue, if the original grid vk
org and the matched

retargeted grid ṽk
ret are known, the warping rule �Zk can be

estimated to interpret the warping process. In this paper,
such process is defined as a forward rewarping to distinguish
the warping operator in image retargeting. Since the forward
rewarping is not reversible in transformation, by recovering
the original image from the retargeted image, another back-
ward rewarping is also performed to measure the degree of
important content preservation, which is defined as

←
vk

org = ←
Zk

(
vk

ret

)
. (4)

Fig. 3. Example of retargeted images with typical geometric distortion and
content loss.

In the practical image warping, �Zk and
←
Zk are solved by

similarity transformation. As will be demonstrated later, simi-
larity transformation matrix is useful to capture the retargeting
distortion which is significantly different from the pixel-wise
similarity metrics.

As discussed in previous works, geometric distortion and
information loss are two primary retargeting distortions.
Fig. 3 gives an example of different retargeted images gen-
erated by SC, SCL, and CR operators. As we can observe,
the retargeted image obtained by cropping suffers from fore-
ground objects removal (as shown in the red rectangle), while
seam carving will introduce serious discontinuities and content
loss (as shown in the yellow rectangle). The retargeted image
obtained by scaling will squeeze the objects uniformly. To cap-
ture such visual quality changes, the goal of IRQA motivated
in this paper is to simulate and measure the degradation pro-
cess of different retargeting operators based on the following
considerations: 1) similarity transformation is a straightfor-
ward way to capture the local geometric distortion of a grid;
2) retargeting should preserve the important content as much
as possible; and 3) global structure distortion in the salient
regions should be minimized. Therefore, we define the overall
quality of retargeted images by combining the above discussed
factors

Q = M1

{�Zk,
←
Zk

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BDGD

+ M2

{
�vk

org,
←
vk

ret

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BDIL

+ M3

{�Zk,
←
Zk, �vk

org,
←
vk

ret

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
GSSD

(5)

where M1{·}, M2{·}, and M3{·} denote different quality pooling
operators for BDGD, BDIL, and GSSD measurements. In the
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next, we will demonstrate how to derive the BDGD, BDIL,
and GSSD measurements from the similarity transformation.

B. SIFT-Flow Estimation

First of all, to build the matching relationship between the
source image (grids) and the retargeted image (grids), the
pixel-to-pixel correspondence should be first established, and
then is converted to a series of transformations. To obtain
such correspondence, we extract dense SIFT descriptor for
each pixel in the original and the retargeted image by SIFT-
flow algorithm [15], which is calculated by minimizing the
following energy function:

E(x) =
∑

p

min
(‖s1(p) − s2(p + x(p))‖1, t

)

+
∑

p

η(|u(p)| + |v(p)|)

+
∑

(p,q)∈ε

min(α|u(p) − u(q)|, d)

+ min(α|v(p) − v(q)|, d) (6)

where x(p) denotes the SIFT-flow vector of a pixel p, param-
eters t and d denote the thresholds to limit the amount of
maximum error, η and α are the weights, and u(p) and v(p)

are the horizontal and vertical components of the flow vec-
tor x(p). If the resolution of the retargeted image is smaller
than that of the original image, it is a possible condition that
multiple pixels in the original image are mapped into a same
location in the retargeted image, or no pixel is mapped into
a location in the retargeted image. To minimize such effects
as much as possible, we add two topological assumptions in
the SIFT-flow estimation.

Ordering Assumption: If pixel A is located in the left of
pixel B, its matched pixel A′ will not be located in the right
of the matched pixel B′ in another image.

Uniqueness Assumption: Each pixel in the retargeted image
will has its unique correspondence point in the original image.

As a result, the algorithm outputs an SIFT-flow vector
x(p) = [u′(p), v′(p)]T for each pixel p, where u′(p) and
v′(p) are the horizontal and vertical displacement vectors.
The properties of SIFT-flow can be found in [15] and [17].
It should be noted that our similarity transformation depends
on accurate dense correspondence to construct the forward
and backward rewarping relationship. In this paper, we do not
focus on designing the dense correspondence method, but aim
to provide a universal similarity transformation framework for
IRQA. Therefore, if we can design the dense correspondence
method more accurately, the accuracy of similarity transfor-
mation will be further improved. This topic will be studied in
our future work.

C. Similarity Transformation

As the purpose of rewarping, considered in this paper, is
to regenerate the retargeted/original image from the original/
retargeted image, we convert the issue into a field of sim-
ilarity transformation, as done in warping-based retargeting
operations [35]. The goal of forward rewarping is to warp

a regular grid in the original image into its corresponding grid
of the retargeted image, while SIFT-flow vector maps a single
pixel positions into other position. In our procession, transfor-
mations are represented via a set of 2×3 affine matrices, which
can express the change of scaling, rotation, and translation,
defined as

ρk(p) =
[

a b tx
c d ty

]⎡

⎣
x
y
1

⎤

⎦ = Pk

⎡

⎣
x
y
1

⎤

⎦. (7)

Similar with the warping rule in image retargeting meth-
ods [35], [36], four vertices are used to locate a grid. For
a grid vk

org in the original image and the matched grid ṽk
org

in the retargeted image, an optimal similarity transforma-
tion equals to find the minimum dissimilarity distance for
four vertices in a grid between the estimated and matched
grids

min
ρ∈P

4∑

i=1

∥∥ρk
(
pi

k

) − p̃i
k

∥∥2
. (8)

In the methods [35] and [36], the energy function is solved
by least-squares linear regression as the target grid is unknown.
Since the source and target grids are known in our method,
to eliminate the influence of inaccurate matching, we adopt
M-estimator [37] to estimate the transformation. Particularly,
to improve the robustness of grid transformation, instead of
using four vertices to estimate the transformation, all pixels
in the matched grids are used to give a robust solution. For
backward rewarping, the solution of similarity transformation
is the same with forward rewarping.

With the estimated similarity transformations, we can effi-
ciently rewarp the source grid to its target location and
approximatively recover the source image from the retargeted
image. Fig. 4 shows the forward rewarped and backward
rewarped images for different retargeting operators. For CR
operator without geometric distortion, the estimated forward
and backward rewarped images are almost the same with the
reference ones. For SCL operator, the estimated forward grids
are relatively regular and the estimated backward grids can
cover the original image. For SC and WARP operators, that
introduce serious geometric distortion and content loss, there
are obvious holes and grids deformation in rewarped images.
In general, the difference between the forward rewarped and
source retargeted images is very small, and content loss
can be well revealed in the backward rewarped images,
which indicates that rewarping is a feasible way to reveal
the intrinsic relationship between the source and retargeted
images.

D. Bidirectional Geometric Distortion

As known, the purpose of warping is to assign more dis-
tortions on less important regions and less distortions on
more important regions. The estimated similarity transforma-
tion matrices can reflect the degree of distortion imposed on
the grids. Considering six parameters in a similarity transfor-
mation matrix, un-uniform scale parameters [a and d in (7)]
will have a negative influence on geometric distortion and con-
tent loss, and the rotation parameters [b and c in (7)] will
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Fig. 4. Forward rewarped and backward rewarped images for different retargeting operators. (a) Original. (b) CR. (c) SCL. (d) SC. (e) WARP. (f) Forward
rewarped image and the error map (b). (g) Backward rewarped image and the error map (b). (h) Forward rewarped image and the error map (c). (i) Backward
rewarped image and the error map (c). (j) Forward rewarped image and the error map (d). (k) Backward rewarped image and the error map (d). (l) Forward
rewarped image and the error map (e). (m) Backward rewarped image and the error map (e).

change the geometric structure, while translation parameters
[tx and ty in (7)] itself do not produce any geometric distor-
tion and content loss. Therefore, the benchmark transformation
matrix defined in this paper is

PB =
[

1 0 tx
0 1 ty

]
. (9)

Since scale and rotation parameters can reflect the geomet-
ric distortion, we compute the distance between a similarity
transformation matrix and its benchmark to capture the degree
of geometric distortion imposed on a grid. Instead of com-
puting the absolute difference between two matrices, the
distance calculated from the similarity transformation is com-
posed of two components: 1) scale and rotation change and

2) uniformity

ζ (Pk, PB) = (a − 1)2 + (d − 1)2 + b2 + c2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ζSR:Scale and Rotation

+
{
(a − d)2 + (|b| + |c|)2

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζUN:Uniformity

. (10)

Here, ζSR represents the scale and rotation change while
ζUN represents the uniformity. We further illustrate the role
of two terms in measuring the distance by four representative
operations, as shown in Fig. 5. Testing results are shown in
Table II (due to limited space of the table, we only show the
scale and rotation parameters). We can make the following
observations.
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Fig. 5. (a) Original grid. (b) Horizontal scaling. (c) Horizontal and vertical
scaling. (d) Horizontal scaling and rotation. (e) Anti-clockwise rotation.

TABLE II
GRID MODELS FOR SR AND UN MEASUREMENTS

SR

UN

1) For operation in (c), the value of ζUN is 0 which indicates
the transformation is uniform.

2) The ζSR and ζUN in operation (d) is larger than (b). It is
reasonable because the deformation in operation (d) is
larger than (b).

3) For operation in (e), both the ζSR and ζUN are sig-
nificantly larger than the others, indicating serious
deformation.

For the purpose of salient information preservation, the
destructions of geometric changes are much more significant
in the salient areas than in the un-salient areas. Then, the
forward geometric distortion (FGD) and backward geometric
distortion (BGD) are computed with the significance values as
weights

fFGD =
∑

vk
org

Svk
org

· e
−ζ

(
Pk

org,PB

)

/
∑

vk
org

Svk
org

(11)

fBGD =
∑

vk
ret

Svk
ret

· e−ζ
(
Pk

ret,PB
)
/
∑

vk
ret

Svk
ret

(12)

where Svk
org

denotes the average saliency score of grid vk
org

in the original image, and Svk
ret

denotes the average saliency

score of grid vk
ret in the retargeted image. Larger fFGD and

fBGD values mean better results. In this paper, we use hier-
archical saliency (HS) method [38] to estimate the saliency
values because it demonstrates a remarkable consistency with
the subjective observation (the influence of different saliency
models will be analyzed in Section IV-F). Here, we measure
BDGD with two reasons: 1) if a salient grid in the original
image is not salient in the retargeted image, it will have worse
BGD result opposite to better FGD result, reflecting the incom-
pleteness of salient content preserved in the retargeted image
and 2) for some types of retargeting operators, e.g., SC and
CR, information loss due to directly discarding unimportant
contents may lead to incomplete forward warping, which is
different from the information loss caused by other scaling
and warping operators.

TABLE III
DISTANCE COMBINATION ANALYSIS ON CUHK DATABASE

SR UN

Based on the above analysis, we further test the performance
of FGD measurements (fFGD) using different distance combi-
nation on the CUHK dataset. As illustrated in Table III, the
distances are both capable to promote the overall performance.

E. Bidirectional Information Loss

As discussed, geometric change can lead to information
loss if partial information is preserved or discarded. A large
distance between the estimated and benchmark transforma-
tion matrices usually means large information loss for the
grid. However, the geometric distortion measurements are
not always useful in evaluating the information loss. For
example, if a salient region is wholly discarded, the BGD
measurement cannot correctly reflect such type of information
loss. Therefore, in order to characterize different roles of
information loss and geometric distortion in measuring retar-
geted image quality, and accurately evaluate how much salient
information is preserved or discarded in the retargeted image,
we calculate the change of salient areas in both original and
retargeted images via forward and backward rewarping.

Let �vk
ret be the rewarped grid in the retargeted image from

the original grid vk
org, the forward information loss (FIL) is

measured by the ratio between the areas of the rewarped grids
and the original grids

fFIL =
∑

vk
org

Svk
org

· Marea
(�vk

ret

)

Marea

(
vk

org

)/
∑

vk
org

Svk
org

(13)

where Marea(·) denotes the area of a grid (computed by the
number of pixels in the grid). Obviously, larger value of fFIL
indicates more salient content is retained in the retargeted
image. Particularly, Marea(�vk

ret) = 0 reflects the original grid;
vk

org is directly discarded in the retargeted image.
From another aspect, the goal of backward rewarping is to

measure how much image content can be correctly recovered
from the retargeted image. Toward this end, we first regen-
erate the original image from the retargeted image based on
the previous estimated similarity transformation matrices {←Zk}.
Then, pixel-wise similarity measurement between the original
and the recovered image is calculated by

τ(pi) = 2Ĩorg(pi) · Iorg(pi) + R

Ĩorg(pi)
2 + Iorg(pi)

2 + R
(14)

where R is a small constant to avoid the denominator being
zero. The similarity score falls in the range of [0, 1], where
0 indicates no similarity between two pixels and 1 denotes
perfect similarity between two pixels.
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Similarly, the backward information loss (BIL) is measured
by using the saliency values as modulation for quality pooling

fBIL =
∑

pi

Spi · τ(pi)/
∑

pi

Spi . (15)

To match fFGD and fBGD defined in (11) and (12) in
which larger values mean better results, the high values of
Marea(�vk

ret)/Marea(vk
org) and τ(pi) denote more important image

content is preserved in retargeting process.
It should be noted that design of our BDIL is inspired by the

bidirectional salient information loss measurement (BDSIL)
in [30], but has different properties in the following aspects.

1) For FIL, BDSIL estimates the saliency map of retargeted
image from the original image according to SIFT-flow.
The final FIL is computed as the ratio between the sums
of saliency values of the retargeted and original images,
while the FIL in BDIL is measured by the ratio between
the areas of the rewarped and original grids.

2) For BIL, BDSIL generates a recovered image which
has the same resolution with the original image from
the retargeted image by SIFT-flow, while in BDIL,
we regenerate the original image from the retargeted
image based on the estimated similarity transformation
matrices.

F. Global Salient Structure Distortion

Besides the above local measurements, we also propose
a GSSD to measure the global structural information preser-
vation. Adding GSSD measurement is mainly based on the
following considerations: 1) if the similarity transformation
matrices among adjacent grids in an object are quite inconsis-
tent, the grids may suffer from inconsistent deformation, while
the above BDGD measurement cannot capture such struc-
ture deformation and 2) the retargeted image should preserve
saliency object information of the original image as much as
possible.

To extract the salient object, we first employ the HS
algorithm [38] to estimate the saliency map of original image.
Then, the top 80% of total saliency values are considered as
important objects in the image to be preserved. Thus, to detect
structure consistency within an object, we define GSSD as

fSSD

= 1

2

⎛

⎝

∑
vk

org∈Oorg
Svk

org
·
(∑

k′∈Nk
σ
(

vk
org, vk′

org

)
· e−‖Pk−Pk′ ‖2

2

)

∑
vk

org∈Oorg
Svk

org
·
(∑

k′∈Nk
σ
(

vk
org, vk′

org

))

+ Marea(Oret)

Marea
(
Oorg

)

⎞

⎠ (16)

σ
(

vk
org, vk′

org

)
=

{
1, if maskvk

org
= maskvk′

org

0, otherwise
(17)

where Nk is a set of neighboring meshes to vk
org; Pk and Pk′

are the similarity transformation matrices for grids vk
org and

vk′
org, respectively; maskvk

org
and maskvk′

org
represent the object

indexes for grids vk
org and vk′

org, respectively; and Oorg and Oret

are the salient objects in the original image and retargeted
image, respectively.

G. Quality Fusion

With the estimated scores fFGD, fBGD, fFIL, fBIL, and fSSD,
we map the five-dimensional quality vectors to the associ-
ated quality score via a pretrained prediction function. In our
method, we adopt the well-known SVR algorithm to train the
model. In our experiment, we apply polynomial kernel to fuse
the individual quality scores (different quality pooling schemes
will be analyzed in the next section).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

A. Databases

For the experiment, we test our TRASIM
method on two widely used IRQA datasets: 1)
RetargetMe [9] and 2) CUHK [39]. The RetargetMe
dataset [9] consists of 37 original images. For each
original image, eight different retargeting operators are
employed to generate retargeted images, including SCL,
CR, SC [4], SM [5], WARP [6], SNS [8], SV [7], and
multioperator (MULTI) [14]. There are 296 retargeted images
in the RetargetMe database. The subjective rank score of
each retargeted image is recorded as the number of times
that it is preferred over others. Refer to [17], Kendall rank
correlation coefficient (KRCC) is applied to estimate the
model’s performance, which is defined as

KRCC = nc − nd

0.5n(n − 1)
(18)

where n is the ranking length, and n equals 8 in RetargetMe
dataset, nc and nd are the number of concordant and discordant
pairs, respectively.

The CUHK dataset [39] includes 57 source images and
171 retargeted images generated from three retargeting opera-
tors. For each source image, the employed retargeting opera-
tors may not be the same because these operators are randomly
selected from ten typical retargeting methods, including opti-
mized seam carving and scale (SCSC) [40], energy-based
deformation (ENER) [41], and other eight operators used in
the RetargetMe database. The subjective study in CUHK is
quite different from RetargetMe. Each retargeted image is
provided an associated mean opinion score (MOS) value cor-
responding to five category quality scales. To evaluate model’s
performance, Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC),
Spearman rank order correlation coefficient (SRCC), root
mean square error (RMSE), and outlier ratio (OR) between
objective and subjective values are calculated. PLCC, RMSE,
and OR measurements are obtained after nonlinear regression,
which is defined as

f (x) = β1 ·
(

1

2
− 1

1 + exp(β2 · (x − β3))

)
+ β4 · x + β5

(19)

where β1, β2, β3, β4, and β5 are parameters determined by
minimizing the sum of squared differences between subjective
and objective scores.
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Fig. 6. Performance results based on different parameter combinations on (a) CUHK and (b) RetargetMe.

Since we use fivefold SVR to fuse the predicted quality
scores, it is necessary to construct a training set to train
the model. In the CUHK database, the dataset is randomly
divided into five groups. For each group, it is adopted for
testing and the remaining four group is selected for train-
ing. Such train-test procedure is repeated five rounds to obtain
the mean prediction as the final performance measure. Since
the rank score for each image in the RetargetMe dataset
only denotes the relative quality against other seven retar-
geted images generated from a same source image, it cannot
reflect the actual perceptual quality against all other images
in the database. Therefore, we train an SVR model via using
all images in the CUHK database, then the trained model is
employed to predict the quality of retargeted images in the
RetargetMe database. Note that if other rank learning models
(e.g., learning to rank [42], rank SVM [43]) can be used, the
generalization ability of our model can be further examined
via cross-database evaluation.

B. Influence of Parameter Setting

In our method, we need to set the size of the similarity
transformation grid and the percentage of total saliency values
for important object extraction. In our method, the grid size
will have certain impact on the similarity transformation, and
hence influence the BDGD and BDIL measurements, while
the percentage threshold will affect the number of important
objects and hence influence the result of GSSD measurement.
As shown in Fig. 6, we test different combinations of grid
sizes and saliency percentages. The test results show that the
choice of grid size and saliency percentage has certain impact
on the quality prediction, and the combination of {24 × 24,
80%} has a relatively high performance on both CUHK and
RetargetMe databases.

C. Performance Comparisons With Other Methods

We compare our approach with 11 state-of-the-art
IRQA methods, including BDS [13], EH [19], SIFT-
flow [15], EMD [16], CSim [22], IR-SSIM [23], GLS [44],
PGDIL [24], ARS [17], Karimi’s method [18], two recent
training-based methods (Jiang’s method [27] and Chen’s
method [30]), and two recent ranking-based methods (Ma’s
method [31] and Chen’s method [32]). Table IV gives com-
parisons of mean KRCC values on each subset and all the
images of RetargetMe dataset, as well as standard deviations

of KRCC values and p-value on all images. Table V gives
comparisons of PLCC, SRCC, RMSE, and OR values on the
CUHK dataset. We can make the following observations.

1) In the RetargetMe database, the results of our TRASIM
model are better than other IRQA metrics on most image
sets, especially in image sets of line edge, faces peo-
ple, and geometric structure. The reason may be that the
proposed transformation-driven approach is more effec-
tive to measure structure and shape distortion by com-
prehensively taking geometric distortion, information
loss, and saliency distortion into account. The overall
performance of our proposed TRASIM model is better
than all comparison methods.

2) In the CUHK database, the proposed TRASIM out-
performs most metrics and has almost identical
performance with Chen’s method [30].

3) Compared with two training-based methods [27], [30]
that are similar with our method in quality fusion, our
method still has the advantage in predicting the percep-
tual quality, i.e., higher assessment accuracy compared
with Jiang’s method [27] and lower feature dimension
compared with Chen’s method [30].

4) Compared with two ranking-based methods [31], [32]
that rely on the learned ranking models, our method
is better than Chen’s method [32] on all images and
most individual image sets except for foreground objects
and symmetry. Besides, the evaluation results of our
approach are better than Ma’s method [31] since Ma’s
method works in a no-reference manner. Overall, com-
bination of BDGD, BDIL, and GSSD measurements
achieves great performance promotion for predicting the
retargeted image quality.

D. Performance of Single Quality Component

In this section, the validity of five proposed quality com-
ponents in the transformation-driven model are analyzed: the
BDGD measurement (fFGD and fBGD), the BDIL measurement
(fFIL and fBIL), and the GSSD measurement (fSSD). Table VI
shows the comparison results of these quality components. As
shown in the table, the following observations can be obtained.

1) Each independent measurement is not always superior
to other methods (e.g., ARS) in Tables IV and V on
two databases because each measurement is comple-
mentary in capturing the structural distortion or content
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT METRICS ON RETARGETME DATABASE. THE TOP TWO OF EACH TYPE

ARE IN BOLD AND THE BEST RESULTS ARE IN BLUE

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT METRICS ON CUHK DATABASE. THE TOP

TWO OF EACH TYPE ARE IN BOLD AND THE BEST RESULTS ARE IN BLUE

loss for different retargeted images, while other methods
measure geometric distortion and information loss, but
combination of BDGD, BDIL, and GSSD in our model
can achieve the best performance.

2) Among the five measurements, fFGD is an essen-
tial component to measure geometric distortion whose
performance is better than other four measurements,
but fSSD is also critical to evaluate geometric distortion
and information loss via GSSD. To further demon-
strate the advantage of GSSD measurement, we analyze
the performance of TRASIM with GSSD or without
GSSD in Table VII. It is observed that GSSD mea-
surement can effectively improve the final performance.
Compared with the methods mainly for measuring struc-
ture distortion [23], [24], [30], fSSD still has comparative
performance on two databases.

3) The fBIL has the lower values for all retargeted images
compared with fFIL because the BIL has poor similarity

for the hole areas after rewarping. Overall, the for-
ward measurements (e.g., fFGD and fFIL) and the GSSD
measurement (e.g., fSSD) are relatively stable for most
retargeting operators, while the backward measurements
(e.g., fBGD and fBIL) have favorable effects for some
specific retargeting operators.

Further, we provide an example to show the influence of
each component in predicting the quality values of different
retargeted images. Table VIII reports the quality values of the
retargeted images in Fig. 7. Larger quality values mean bet-
ter results. From the table, we find that each metric has its
advantages and disadvantages in reflecting the influence of
different retargeting operators. For the cropped image in (b),
fBGD is close to 1 because each grid in the retargeted image
can find an almost same one in the original image (as clearly
demonstrated in the backward rewarped image in Fig. 4), but
such measurement in fact cannot reflect content loss. On the
other hand, fBGD has a lower value for the retargeted image
generated by SCL because the image is seriously deformed
after SCL.

E. Influence of Different Quality Pooling Methods

Since the final evaluation performance is highly dependent
on the used quality pooling method, to further investigate the
influence of different quality pooling methods on final qual-
ity prediction, refer to [26] and [27], we use seven linear
or nonlinear quality pooling methods to fuse five individual
quality components, including linear average, direct multipli-
cation linear regression, logistic regression, SVR with linear
kernel (linear-SVR), SVR with RBF kernel (RBF-SVR), and
SVR with polynomial kernel (poly-SVR). The train-test pro-
cedure is the same with the above experiment. Test results are
shown in Table IX, we can observe that the nonlinear mod-
els always perform better than the linear ones. For the first
two average and multiply combination schemes without need-
ing training process, the worst results are obtained among all
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE QUALITY COMPONENT ON CUHK AND RETARGETME DATABASES

FGD BGD FIL BIL SSD

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF THE GSSD MEASUREMENT

SSD

TABLE VIII
PREDICTED QUALITY SCORES OF DIFFERENT METRICS FOR

RETARGETED IMAGES IN FIG. 7

FGD

FGD

BGD

BGD

FIL

FIL

BIL

BIL

SSD

SSD

the compared schemes. As expected, the best two evaluation
results are obtained by applying SVR with RBF and polyno-
mial kernels, and we utilize the widely used polynomial kernel
in the experiment.

We also apply leave-one-out cross-validation with Poly-
SVR on CUHK database for quality pooling. We use
170 images for training and test the rest one image. Thus,
via leave-one-out cross-validation, each image is tested only
once. As shown in Table X, compared with the adopted
fivefold cross-validation strategy also with Poly-SVR, leave-
one-out strategy perform better in predicting the quality,
indicating the effectiveness of the derived fFGD, fBGD, fFIL,
fBIL, and fSSD.

F. Impact of Different Saliency Models

Acquiring saliency map is important for image retar-
geting to preserve visually important regions and is also
very essential for IRQA to measure salient information. To

further analyze the performance of different saliency mod-
els on the proposed method, we adopt six widely used
saliency detection approaches to generate saliency map in
the BDGD, BDIL, and GSSD measurements, including spec-
tral residual (SR) [45] (#1), Itti’s model [46] (#2), maximum
symmetric surround (MSS) [47] (#3), graph-based visual
saliency (GBVS) [48] (#4), minimum barrier (MB) [49] (#5),
and HS [38] (#6). The comparison results are shown in
Table XI. As can be observed, the saliency model will highly
affect the quality prediction. Among these saliency models,
HS (#6) produces the best results. The reason may be that HS
(#6) can detect more complete and accurate salient objects
compared with other algorithms (clearly shown in Fig. 7). It
is assumed the saliency detection algorithm used in generated
a retargeted image is unknown, the current TRASIM metric
is not the optimal in selecting the saliency model, and fur-
ther exploration on the saliency model can further promote
our measurement.

G. Application to Multioperator Image Retargeting

Besides evaluating the quality of a retargeted image using
our metric, another important application of IRQA is to guide
the optimization of multioperator retargeting [50]. As dis-
cussed, if we hope to resize an image with a width of m into
the desired one with a width of m′ using a set of k opera-
tors (m > m′), there are k(m−m′) possible combinations in the
multioperator retargeting. Therefore, it requires an objective
IRQA with high accuracy in the optimization function to find
the optimal operator at each resizing iteration


̂ = arg max



TRASIM(
(x)) (20)

where x is an input image signal, and 
(·) indicates a partic-
ular image retargeting operator. On this basis, it is natural to
embed our TRASIM metric into the multioperator framework.

In Fig. 8, we develop a multioperator method that employs
an iterative algorithm to determine the sequence of retargeting
operators by TRASIM. Three operators including simple CR,
SCL, and SC are independently used and the best retargeting
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Fig. 7. Two original images and the corresponding retargeted images obtained by four typical retargeting operators. (a) Original. (b) CR. (c) SC. (d) SCL.
(e) WARP.

TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE RESULTS USING DIFFERENT QUALITY POOLING METHODS ON CUHK AND RETARGETME DATABASES

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CROSS-VALIDATION STRATEGIES

result is selected based on TRASIM metric at each iteration.
The final retargeting results produced by our TRASIM-guided
multioperator are shown in Fig. 9. Our multioperator achieves
the best retargeting results compared with CR, SCL, SC, and
MULTI [14]. Additionally, we also find that CR operator is
selected more frequently during the multioperator retargeting
process. The reason might be that CR can preserve image
structural information better than SCL or SC, especially when
the cropped region contains most of salient objects. Note that
the results in Fig. 9 are not optimized in terms of individual
operator selection, iteration times, and operator sequences. The
solutions for these optimizations can be found in [14] and [50].
Therefore, our TRASIM metric can be well embedded into the
existing multioperator framework for designing more powerful
retargeting operators.

H. Computational Complexity Analysis

We further conduct a time complexity comparison for
the proposed method and ARS metric [17] with the same
computer environment (CPU: Intel Core i5-6500@3.2-GHz,
memory: 8.00 GB, Win 10+ MATLAB R2014b). In the
experiment, the original image size is 1024 × 813 and the

Fig. 8. Diagram of TRASIM-guided multioperator image retargeting
algorithm.

retargeted image size is 768 × 813. Testing results are shown
in Table XII (due to the limitation of space in the table,
we use “DC” and “F-EF” to represent “dense correspon-
dence” and “feature extraction and fusion,” respectively). From
the table, we can observe that the computational complex-
ity of TRASIM is higher than ARS. The main reason is that
TRASIM applies SIFT-flow algorithm for forward and back-
ward matching between the retargeted and original images,
which is time consuming. However, TRASIM can obtain bet-
ter evaluation results than ARS, as shown in the previous
experiments.

I. Limitations

In this paper, bidirectional rewarping for quality assessment
of retargeted images are considered. Although the proposed
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TABLE XI
PERFORMANCE OF TRASIM USING DIFFERENT SALIENCY MODELS ON CUHK AND RETARGETME DATABASES

Fig. 9. Retargeting results. (a) Reference images. (b) Retargeted images by CR. (c) Retargeted images by SCL. (d) Retargeted images by SC. (e) Retargeted
images by MULTI [14]. (f) Retargeted images by TRASIM-guided multioperator.

TABLE XII
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT METRICS

method demonstrates prominent performance in comparison
with other IRQA approaches, it still has several limitations.

1) Our TRASIM model is highly dependent on the accu-
racy of SIFT-flow algorithm to establish the rewarping
relationship. Nevertheless, SIFT-flow has its limitation
in obtaining structural information, especially in smooth
areas, leading to incorrect transformation for these areas.

2) Since we use rewarping rule to simulate the retargeting
modification, it may encounter the common limitations
of warping-based retargeting approaches that is it may
fail to measure the shapes of important structures.

3) For the limitation of image retargeting databases, only
key shape distortion and information loss are considered.
In fact, each subset generated by different retargeting
operators has its distinctive characteristic in presenting
the retargeting semantics. Therefore, combination of uni-
versal and specific retargeting features may be a feasible
solution.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a TRASIM measurement model for IRQA
is proposed. For this goal, we apply similarity transformation

to establish and clarify the relationship between the original
and retargeted images via bidirectional rewarping. To acquire
the final quality measurement, we measure BDGD, BDIL,
and GSSD to reflect geometric distortion and content loss.
Compared with state-of-the-art IRQA metrics, the TRASIM
achieved satisfactory evaluation results on both CUHK and
RetargetMe datasets. In the future, we plan to solve the trans-
formation with more accurate irregular grid partition, and
concentrate on accurate detection of retargeting semantics.
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